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oscillations are sufficiently rapid that only the time-averaged intensity can be measured. This precludes directly obtaining phase information about the wavefield. We then have the problem of retrieving the phase of the complex wavefield given modulus information. Such 'phase problems' occur in x-ray crystallography (see, e.g., [1] ), electron crystallography [2] , pointprojection x-ray microscopy [3] , electron microscopy of magnetic materials [4] , imaging cold atom clouds [5] and coherent diffractive imaging (see, e.g., [2] , [6] - [9] ).
In many imaging experiments, it may be necessary to introduce aberrations into the imaging system to render the phase visible. For example, defocus has been widely used, in particular for visible-light microscopy [10] , electron microscopy [11] and x-ray optics [12] , for out-of-focus phase contrast. Zernike phase contrast [13] , widely used in visible-light microscopy, is another way to render phase visible through aberrations introduced by a suitable phase plate, which serves to modify the 2D spatial Fourier spectrum of a complex scalar wavefield of interest.
When a small known defocus is introduced into the imaging system to render the phase of the input field visible, a deterministic technique, such as the transport of intensity (TIE) [14, 15] method, can be used to retrieve the phase of the input wavefield. Alternatively, the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) [6] method may be used to obtain the phase in an iterative manner. For a pure phase object, i.e. a 2D coherent wavefield with uniform amplitude, the GS method may use only a single output intensity pattern to retrieve the input phase of the object. However, for general phase-amplitude objects, the GS method uses at least two intensity patterns. If object-domain constraints, for example support constraints, are given, one can again work with a single image, using, e.g., the hybrid input-output (HIO) method of Fienup [7] or the difference map method of Elser [16] . If the finite support is not known, one can combine HIO with the 'shrink-wrap' technique [17] to reconstruct the input wavefield from a single output intensity map.
In some optical instruments, in particular transmission electron microscopes (TEM) and low-energy electron microscopes, aberrations constitute an intrinsic part of the instrument (see, e.g., [18, 19] ). Many efforts have been devoted to correcting such aberrations (see, e.g., [20] - [22] )-note, in particular, the TEM renaissance enabled by spherical aberration correction [23] . If the instrumental aberrations are known, through focal series (TFS) phase retrieval [24, 25] can recover the aberrated wavefield and subsequently computationally correct for these aberrations to obtain the input complex wavefield [26] . Computational aberration correction, at the complex field level, may also be performed in off-axis holography [27] .
If the aberrations of an imperfect imaging system are unknown, phase-retrieving the input wavefield is more challenging and constitutes a generalization of the 'blind deconvolution' problem [28] - [32] . In the complex blind deconvolution problem, and assuming a shiftinvariant coherent linear imaging system (SICLIS) [33] , one is given the output complex scalar wavefield,
where x ≡ (x, y) denotes 2D real-space coordinates, in (x) is the input complex scalar wavefield, t (x) is the complex point-spread function of the system, and ⊗ denotes convolution. Blind deconvolution seeks to solve for the unknown functions in (x) and t (x) given the complex field out (x). In 'blind phase retrieval' for complex scalar fields [31, 32] , only the output modulus | out (x)| is known, while in (x), t (x) and arg out (x) are all unknown. In this paper, we address 3 the blind-phase-retrieval problem for a SICLIS, given the a priori knowledge that in (x) has finite albeit unknown support.
Shift-invariant coherent linear imaging systems
The basic postulate of linear shift invariance of a coherent 2D imaging system is that equation (1) holds. Hence,
Here, F denotes Fourier transformation with respect to x and y, k ≡ (k x , k y ) denotes the Fourier-space coordinates corresponding to (x, y), and T (k) = Ft (x) is the transfer function (Fourier transform of the complex point spread function). We henceforth may drop coordinate dependence from field quantities. Assume T (k) to have the form (see, e.g., [34] )
whereα mn are complex coefficients characterizing the imperfections of the imaging system. This expansion is not applicable to linear imaging systems with zeros in T (k), such as Schlieren imaging or dark-field phase contrast (see, e.g., [34] ). Note further that 'coherent' aberrations, such as defocus, spherical aberration, coma and astigmatism, are related to the real parts of α mn ; 'incoherent' aberrations, such as chromatic-envelope damping, are related to the imaginary parts ofα mn . The chromatic-envelope damping aberration has the effect of smoothing the input wavefield (see, e.g., [35] for a discussion of the effect of chromatic-envelope damping on the retrieved input phase in a typical low-energy electron microscope). In considering SICLISs, the present analysis is limited to unitary systems. This assumption can always be effected on a formal level, under the transfer-function formalism adopted in the present paper, by absorbing all incoherent aberrations (nonzero Imα mn ) into a multiplicative term which damps the higher spatial frequencies of F in . We immediately conclude that the presence of incoherent aberrations limits the effective resolution of the wavefield output by a linear imaging system. This in turn limits the resolution at which the said wavefield may be reconstructed, using, e.g., the blind phase retrieval methodology developed in the present paper.
The blind phase retrieval procedure
Our blind phase retrieval method consists of two stages. In stage 1, we use a TFS method [24, 26] to retrieve the aberrated output complex scalar wavefield out , given a series of output intensities obtained for different defoci. This is followed by a complex blind deconvolution in stage 2 (cf., e.g., [30, 31] ) to retrieve the input wavefield in . We sequentially outline each stage below.
Stage 1: TFS phase retrieval
Defocus is not an intrinsic property of optical imaging systems, but may be introduced in a controlled manner 'downstream' of an uncharacterized optical system by varying the distance of the detector plane along the optical axis. Given intensity measurements for several such defoci, we can reconstruct the aberrated output wavefield, even though the aberration coefficients of the system are unknown. Hence we manipulate equations (2) and (3) into the form
where β mn =α mn for all m and n except β 20 = β 02 = 0. For (m, n) = (0, 2) and (m, n) = (2, 0), {β mn } characterizes the set of unknown aberration coefficients.α 20 andα 02 characterize the defocus of the imaging system. The in-focus image is modeled by settingα 20 =α 02 = 0, whereas the out-of-focus image hasα 20 =α 02 = 0. In terms of the infocus field
, the general imaging system of equation (4) can be written as
where 'defoc' indicates defocus. By measuring the infocus intensity pattern | This can be done, e.g., with either the TIE or the GS method. Here we use the GS method. In theory, for phase retrieval of a general complex scalar field, the GS method only needs two intensity patterns-one at the infocus plane and another at a defocus plane. However, in practice, it has been shown that, as the number of intensity patterns increases, the algorithm is more stable in the presence of noise and the phase can be retrieved more rapidly or more accurately for a given number of iterations (see, e.g., [36] ). A phase retrieval scheme utilizing more than two intensity patterns is termed TFS [24] - [26] , [36] - [38] . Here, in stage 1 of our two-step procedure, we employ three intensity patterns-under-focus, infocus and over-focus-for the retrieval of the aberrated wavefield.
We seed the GS algorithm with an estimate for (infoc) out on a Cartesian grid, having uniformly distributed random spatially uncorrelated values with real and imaginary parts between −1 and 1. We apply the modulus constraint (due to the measured TFS infocus intensity) and then transfer to the over-focus plane using equation (5). The modulus constraint is then applied at the over-focus plane and we then transfer back to the infocus plane, again applying the modulus constraint and transferring to the under-focus plane. We apply the modulus constraint and transfer back to the infocus plane. The process is repeated for 200 iterations (cf. [24] ).
We now consider a simulated numerical implementation for the stage 1 reconstruction of the aberrated wavefield. The simulated data are taken from multislice TEM simulations [18, 39] . We simulate a monochromatic planar electron beam of wavelength λ = 0.025 Å (electron energy 200 keV) illuminating a 15.4 Å × 16.3 Å silicon crystal with the optical axis of the electron beam in the 110 silicon crystal direction. Beyond the illuminated area, the exit surface (input) wavefield is set to zero. This corresponds to imposing a sharp aperture support on the input wavefield. To achieve such a support in practice, one may form a magnified image of the exit-surface wavefield, subsequently masking it with a sharp aperture [40] . The total surface area of the simulation frames is 30.7 Å × 32.6 Å, using a 512 × 512-pixel grid. After passing through ten multislice layers, totaling 19.2 Å thick, the simulated electron wavefield at the exit surface of the silicon crystal exhibits intensity and phase variations shown in figure 1 (left and right, respectively). We use f = ±100 Å for the defocus values ( f = −100 Å for underfocus, f = 0 for infocus and f = 100 Å for over-focus), whereα 02 =α 20 = (−πλ f, 0). Only spherical aberration C s is considered. In the forward problem we use C s = 10 µm and setα 22 = 2α 40 = 2α 04 = (πC s λ 3 , 0) for the spherical aberration coefficients (cf. [34] ). All aberration coefficients, however, are assumed unknown in the inverse problem of input wavefield reconstruction or blind phase retrieval. Numerical simulations are reported for 0, 1, 2 and 5% simulated Poisson noise levels. Figure 2 (top left, top right and bottom left) shows the measured intensity patterns at a detector for under-focus f = −100 Å, over-focus f = 100 Å and infocus, respectively. The bottom right of figure 2 shows the exact infocus aberrated phase for later comparison with the retrieved infocus aberrated phase. The under-focus, over-focus and infocus intensity patterns (together with the appropriately added Poisson noise level) will be used to retrieve the aberrated phase pattern using Misell's TFS variant of the GS algorithm [24] . Once the aberrated phase is obtained, we reconstruct the aberrated wavefield, (infoc) out , using the retrieved aberrated phase and the corresponding measured infocus (aberrated) intensity pattern.
The retrieved infocus aberrated phases for the various Poisson noise levels are shown in figure 3 . Top left is for the noise-free case, top right is for 1% noise, bottom left is for 2% noise and bottom right is for 5% noise. This figure can be compared to the exact infocus aberrated phase at the bottom right of figure 2.
Stage 2: blind deconvolution phase retrieval
If the unknown imaging system's aberrations are coherent (as previously mentioned, this occurs when Imα mn = 0), we have |F in | = |F (infoc) out |: coherent aberrations do not alter the power spectrum of a 2D complex field traversing a SICLIS. Thus |F in | is a known field quantity (obtained directly from the retrieved infocus wavefield, (infoc) out , in stage 1), even though the coherent aberrations of the SICLIS are assumed to be unknown. If in has finite support, as assumed here, HIO coupled with a shrink-wrap algorithm [17] can retrieve in .
In our simulation, we embedded the input wavefield inside a square support. The x and y dimensions of the whole simulation frame are twice those of the input wavefield to create the oversampling condition [8, 9] necessary for uniqueness of the retrieved wavefield and therefore the convergence of the HIO algorithm.
At the start of the stage 2 iteration, the input wavefield is guessed (we set the initial real and imaginary components of the wavefield to have a uniformly distributed random value between −1 and 1) and we apply the support constraint. The modulus constraint, in Fourier space, is then applied to the Fourier transform of the resulting wavefield. The algorithm iterates between the support constraint and the modulus constraint until a preset maximum number of iterations or the required accuracy is satisfied (cf. [6] ). In standard HIO, the support is assumed to be known. In the shrink-wrap variant of HIO, the support is found by a feedback procedure [17] . Once the support is found using such a procedure, HIO proceeds as usual. We implement a simple 'shrink-wrap' algorithm as follows. The aberrated intensity pattern is used to construct the initial 'loose support' equal to the region where the intensity is greater than or equal to 1% of its maximum value. Once the loose support is constructed, we use HIO with 100 iterations to reconstruct the object wavefield. The intensity of the reconstructed wavefield is then used to construct a 'tighter support', using the method described earlier. The procedure is repeated 20 times (a total of 2000 HIO iterations) with HIO feedback parameter [7] of β = 0.8. When Poisson noise is added, we smooth out the intensity pattern used to construct the support. This is done by convolving the intensity with a Gaussian filter (Gaussian width 10 Å −1 ). The reconstructed input wavefield is shown in figure 4 . From top to bottom, the wavefield is retrieved from output intensity patterns with 0, 1, 2 and 5% Poisson noise level, respectively. The left images are the input intensity patterns, and the right images are the input phase patterns. The accuracy of the retrieved input wavefields for various Poisson noise levels is studied by computing the normalized root-mean-square (RMS) errors, E RMS , for each simulation defined as
where (Ret) is the retrieved non-aberrated input wavefield, (Exact) is the exact non-aberrated input wavefield ( in in our previous notation) and α is a constant value between −π and π, introduced to take care of a meaningless constant phase difference (global phase factor) between the input wavefield and the retrieved wavefield. For each computation, the correct value of α is determined when E RMS is a minimum. Here we compute 2000 values of E RMS for α in the range −π and π and choose the minimal E RMS . This minimal value of E RMS is obtained for every 100 iterations of each simulation for the various Poisson noise levels. Plots of RMS errors for each simulation are shown in figure 5 and show that our blind phase retrieval scheme is stable for the chosen amount of simulated Poisson noise level. The long-term average RMS errors for our simulations are approximately 0.2, 6, 7 and 9%, for the simulations with 0, 1, 2 and 5% Poisson noise level, respectively. We have seen that the method described is a two-stage method. Given the aberrated TFS intensity pattern, we first use the TFS GS method to retrieve the aberrated infocus phase. The result is then used as an input to the Fienup HIO method. Interestingly, this obviates the need to retrieve the transfer function of the system. However, since the method yields the aberrated wavefield as a 'byproduct' of stage 1, and we retrieve the input wavefield in stage 2 (without knowledge of the transfer function), we can use them to construct the transfer function if needed. The transfer function is given by
The first equality comes from the definition of the transfer function, whereas the second equality arises since we only consider the case of coherent aberrations, i.e. the system is assumed unitary.
(infoc) out comprises the measured infocus aberrated intensity pattern shown in figure 2 (bottom right) and the retrieved infocus aberrated phase shown in figure 3 , and (infoc) in is the retrieved input wavefield shown in figure 4 . The small central patch of the retrieved phase of the transfer function obtained using equation (7) for the various Poisson noise levels are shown in figure 6 . The phase of the transfer function oscillates rapidly and is not properly sampled at high k-space values, due to the reasonably high amount of aberration used. Note that this causes no problem in our simulations since most of the important information is at low values in k-space. As can be seen from figure 6, there are some artifacts for the noise-free case, and it is not clear as to the origin of these artifacts. More artifacts are seen in the case of 1 and 2% Poisson level, and significant artifacts are seen in the case of 5% Poisson noise. Despite some artifacts, with careful modeling, the retrieved phase of the transfer function for the 1 and 2% Poisson level could be used to model the transfer function and characterize the aberration of the imaging system, if required.
Further note that, in completely obviating and bypassing knowledge of the aberrations in retrieving the input wavefield, the number of aberrations the method can tolerate is arbitrary since we require neither to know nor to retrieve the transfer function. However, in numerical simulations, the upper range of the aberrations may be limited by the need to properly sample the transfer function in k-space, as illustrated in figure 6 , where high k-space values are not properly sampled. 
Conclusion
We have developed a means for blind phase retrieval, allowing one to reconstruct a finite-support complex scalar wavefield that is input into a SICLIS with unknown coherent aberrations. The algorithm takes as input a TFS of images output by the unknown optical system. The blind phase retrieval is robust in the presence of realistic levels of noise.
